Demolition Derby Rules- Gut and Go Class
100% STOCK CLASS
1. Any 4 Cylinders or V-6 Cars only
2. Wheelbase- NO longer than 110.5 FWD or 106 RWD based on factory specs.
3. Must remove all Glass and Plastic from inside of car, interior MUST be swept
clean
4. Hood and Trunks MUST be open for inspection.
5. Hoods and Trunks MUST be wired shut after inspection (no washers are
allowed), No more than four (4) places shall be wired in trunk and hood. Hood
latches MUST be removed.
6. Hoods MUST have a minimum of a 12-inch hole in case of a fire
7. Can have a sear bar (2-inch Max) Must be bolted in car, not welding. Rachet
strap may be used to support driver seat.
8. Stock bumper must be used, absolutely no bumper swaps allowed. No adding
metal to bumper. Must use factory crush box mount in stock location, MUST be
bolted. No welding allowed.
9. Gas tanks can be left in stock location. You may relocate stock gas tank to rear
floor of car.
10. Battery can be moved to passenger floor but MUST be secured in place. Must be
covered if relocated to passenger floor.
11. No homemade mounts or welding of mounts for transmission or engine.
12. No header pipes allowed.
13. No aftermarket wiring harnesses allowed.
14. All body Mounts must be factory.
15. Must have factory suspension (No altering in any way shape or form.) No welding
or chaining or modification of factory suspension. Must have bounce.
16. Only DOT approved tires allowed (No cutting or grinding. No doubled, studded,
liquid, or foam filled tires). No bead lock or valve steam protectors.
17. All wheel weights MUST be removed.
18. Drive Door MUST be painted white, if not painted white, don’t complaint of door
hit(s).
19. NO pre-bending or creasing before or after tech (will result in disqualification)
20. NO WELDING or adding metal what so ever.
21. Read all rules carefully and follow them. There will be no stretching or bending of
any rules.
**No refund will be given if you fail to pass tech**

